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Advanced INFOSEC Machine

AIM Technology is one of the most
revolutionary advances in cryptography.
The need to interchange data increases each day. With the advent
of the Internet, Intranets, cable modems, ISDN phone lines, VoIP and
other technologies, the ways vary in which data is exchanged.
Unfortunately, they are not secure.
Cryptography – particularly Type 1 Cryptography – was simply not
able to keep pace with data exchange technologies. Until now.

MOTOROLA AIM TECHNOLOGY:
THE ANSWER YOU’VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR.
Now, thanks to advanced Motorola engineering, there is an affordable way to
assure ubiquitous, high-speed, multichannel, programmable, multi-level
secure cryptography. What’s more, with
its flexible design, our AIM Technology
will help provide the cryptographic
solutions you need today and well into
the future.

WHAT IS AIM TECHNOLOGY?
Is AIM a chip? Or a module? Or a system? The answer is “Yes.”
Although the basis of AIM technology is the AIM VLSI chip that
embeds cryptography into a system, more than just a chip is needed
to make the system fully operative.
• The chip must be programmed.
• Signals into and out of the system must be multiplexed
to take full advantage of the multiple channels available.
• Varying signal levels are needed for varying system
requirements.
Therefore, as part of our AIM technology, Motorola offers a variety
of AIM-Based Modules (ABMs). Our ABMs are available in common
form factors and – most important – are user friendly.

EASY TO SET-UP. EASY TO USE.
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We know that the level of INFOSEC expertise of AIM technology
users differs. Because of that, we have intentionally designed
several entry points into the AIM technology continuum.
• If the user is not capable or has no desire to work with
INFOSEC, we offer a system solution.

Ever.

• If the user has INFOSEC experience and wishes to embed our
modules into their existing or developing systems, we can
provide modules in the desired form factor, together with some
of the programming.
• If the user is highly experienced at INFOSEC, he or she may
wish to buy the VLSI and embed it onto custom cards. Because
of the complexity of the AIM VLSI, the user will also need development tools, which Motorola can supply. Although it is not our
intention to become an AIM chip supplier, we will sell VLSIs
separately, providing the business opportunity warrants it.

WHAT AIM TECHNOLOGY
MEANS TO YOU.
The AIM VLSI chip features three programmable crypto engines that
are capable of running any algorithm – from commercial to the most
highly classified. Significantly, the AIM chip is unclassified. Thus, it
does not have the same export and handling requirements as other
crypto devices. Plus, it:
• Is ubiquitous – AIM-Based Modules work with many common
platforms, including PCI, SPCI, PCMCIA and VME.
• Runs algorithms quickly – up to 60 MHz clock rates.
Keys and algorithms can be switched in one clock cycle.
• Assures multi-level security – our Mathematically Analyzed
Separation Kernel (MASK) assures separation of all levels
of traffic.
• Provides multi-channel operations – the AIM architecture
allows up to 1,024 channels to run simultaneously.
• Is affordable – all this and an affordable price, as well! AIM
Modules are far more reasonably priced than Type 1 or Type 2
individual cryptographic boxes. Plus, because AIM Modules
are multi-channel capable, the increased functionality further
reduces their cost dramatically.
• Allows flexibility – our programmability feature allows
Type 1 and Type 2 commercial and exportable algorithms to be
implemented.
• Looks to the future – our programmable cryptographic
algorithms allow AIM to interface with legacy equipment,
as well as crytographic devices under development – and even
with future algorithms.

AIM

Why
And why now?
The primary motivation for the development of AIM technology is to
satisfy the crypto needs of a large number of users. Many factors
had to come together to make this possible.
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• Motorola INFOSEC Experience – over 25 years of design and
production of INFOSEC projects and VLSI chips have enabled us to
design an architecture that satisfies all of the needs of the
crypto user. Because of a long and successful relationship, NSA
has been a part of the design process, ensuring a smooth path
through product endorsement
• R&D – over the past 10 years we have embarked upon many R&D
programmable cryptography projects making us one of the most
capable companies in the world in this area of expertise
• VLSI Design Tools – in order to produce a complex VLSI, you
first have to design it and lay it out. Design tools have evolved to
the point where it is possible to put as much capability as AIM
needs on a single chip
• “System on a Chip" Production Technologies – we can now
routinely produce VLSI circuits with upwards of 9 million transistors running at speeds in the hundreds of megahertz. This enables
the inclusion of sufficient functionality to meet a wide variety of
customers’ needs as well as the rigid security standards required
by NSA
• MASK – given the functionality contained in the VLSI, it is now
possible to implement the complex MASK function which supports the secure operating system and guarantees separation of
all data for Multi-level Security
None of these factors alone was enough to permit us to produce
AIM but, by having all of them converge at this point in time, the
result is the next generation in INFOSEC development products –
AIM Technology.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
The initial configuration of the AIM VLSI is a complete
“System on a chip,” manufactured using .35 micron
technology. It contains all three RISC processor engines,
black and red I/O ports, power management, fill interface, memory and JTAG/On Chip Emulation. It’s the
“whole enchilada.” Where do we go from here?
First of all, plans are in place to migrate this design to
.25 micron to improve yields, reduce cost and increase
operating speed. The extensive use of commercial cells
allows the design to be scalable to accomplish this
migration.
Secondly, Motorola realizes that there are applications
for which the total AIM VLSI is overkill. AIM-R has
been developed to maintain the INFOSEC architecture,
but with reduced functionality. The primary goals are to
reduce the size and cost of the modules to make them
more attractive to a larger variety of users for even more
INFOSEC applications.
So, whether your goals are reduced cost or increased
functionality, AIM can accommodate you.
Additionally, Motorola has developed a suite of tools
for the programming of your AIM module. These tools
include a simulator, compilers, emulators and assemblers. Whether you purchase modules and program
them yourself or have us supply your complete system,
it is reassuring to know you have full support.
Motorola has several algorithms coded and certified
already and is working on more. These algorithms
will be capable of being migrated to other applications,
reducing up-front non-recurring costs and reducing the
time needed for certification.
The future of AIM is seen as long lasting. The ability
to migrate the VLSI to smaller die sizes, the modular
design which allows application specific modifications,
the programmability of cryptographic algorithms and
the development of support tools all point to a product
which is here for the long haul.
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Getting to know us:
A Wo r k i n g G l o s s a r y o f A I M Te r m i n o l o g y.
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This glossary defines terms frequently used during discussion of the AIM
VLSI and AIM technology. In some cases the terms are generic to encryption systems and in others the definition is refined as it relates to the AIM
device. If there are additional unfamiliar terms used in the AIM literature,
please call the number on the back page of this booklet.
ABM – AIM-Based Modules – This term is used to refer to the various
products using the AIM technology to implement high security architectures.
ACFM – Automated Control Flow Monitor – A technique implemented in
AIM to monitor software execution to insure program integrity. Compiled
AIM software is processed to add ACFM data and AIM hardware is
designed to continuously monitor the software being executed.
ADC – AIM Development Card – AIM-based printed wiring board with
PCI interface for evaluation and integration of AIM based systems.
AIM – Advanced INFOSEC Machine – A VLSI chip targeted to perform as
a programmable cryptographic engine in high-grade, multi-channel,
multi-level security cryptographic applications.
algorithm agility – The ability to instantiate multiple cryptographic
algorithms in a single cryptographic device.
APDU – AIM Protocol Data Unit – The APDU is the format used to communicate information to and within the AIM device. The APDU contains
parameters such as channel ID, packet size, security classification, target
engine for execution, etc. If necessary, AIM can be programmed to format
raw information into APDUs.
CAPI – Crypto Application Program Interface – An API provided
specifically for communication with cryptographic devices. AIM will have
available a CAPI that is compliant with the INFOSEC Class Library being
specified by NSA.
CCE – Configurable Crypto Engine – One of the crypto engines in the PCP.
The CCE is optimized for processing of combiner style algorithms.
channel – An AIM channel is a processing thread established through
the device with known parameters. A channel establishes algorithm, key
and state information for the data to be processed. There are 1,024
channels available in a single AIM device.
channel agility – The ability to switch context and algorithm on a
packet-by-packet basis.
channel switch time – The time required to change key, algorithm and
state information in preparation for en(de)crypting a data packet.
CIK – Crypto Ignition Key – Key variable used to enable security
functions.
configurable crypto – A system or device which can perform a fixed set
of cryptographic functions based on hardware and/or firmware which is
input at deployment, but not designed to be changed after the system is
fielded. This is more flexible than dedicated crypto, but less flexible than
programmable crypto (see definitions of dedicated and programmable
crypto).
context switch – The ability to change key and state information
in preparation for en(de)crypting a data packet. This assumes that the
algorithm is constant.
CT – Cipher Text – Data after encryption, sometimes referred to as black
data.
dedicated crypto – A system (KGV-11, KG-94, etc.) or device which
performs one cryptographic function. This term can be associated with a
crypto box or a particular device performing a given algorithm.
Dword – 32-bit data word – AIM’s internal structure is based on parallel
32-bit (Dword) transactions.
IP – Interface Processor – AIM contains two IPs (one for CT and one for
PT) designed to interface directly with either parallel or serial data
busses. The IPs are programmable to accept serial, and/or 8-bit, 16-bit or
32-bit data.

JOSEKI – Unclassified algorithm used to protect AIM software.
key agility – The ability to cryptographically isolate multiple virtual links
with a single cryptographic processor engine by switching key and state
information on a packet-by-packet basis.
KMCE – Key Management Crypto Engine – A high-assurance, RISC
processor-based subsystem designed to perform key management and
general processing functions in the AIM VLSI.
MLS – Multi-Level Security – The ability to process information at
different security levels using the same functional element. AIM’s
architecture provides the necessary safeguards and assurances to enable
MLS processing.
NSE – mod-N Solutions Extractor – A special-purpose co-processor for
acceleration of public key arithmetic. The AIM NSE is a high-speed,
on-chip co-processor based on previous versions of a stand-alone
VLSI device.
OnCE – On Chip Emulation – A processor feature of AIM allowing
software developers to set breakpoints, read registers, etc. during
software development on the AIM development system.
PCE – Programmable Crypto Engine – One of the crypto engines in the
PCP. The PCE is optimized for processing codebook style algorithms.
PCP – Programmable Crypto Processor – AIM subsystem containing the
two high-speed processing engines (CCE and PCE) designed to perform
channel en(de)cryption and data processing.
periods processing – The processing of data at different levels during
different periods of operation. Periods-processing based systems involve
some tear-down and clean-up operations to assure data is not
compromised between processing data at different security levels.
pipeline – The data processing technique allowing packets of
information to be received and processed simultaneously. AIM uses a
four-stage pipeline to process data.
programmable crypto – A system or device that allows all of the
subsystems performing cryptographic functions to be reprogrammed
based on user application. All of the AIM crypto engines are fully
programmable through user-defined mechanisms. The programming
mechanisms are based on the user architecture and security requirements
(hardware interface, network, token, removable memory element, fill
port, etc. ). This is the most flexible crypto system. (See definitions of
Configurable Crypto and Dedicated Crypto).
PT – Plain Text – Communications data prior to encryption, sometimes
referred to as red data.
Security kernel – Defined in the Glossary of Computer Security Terms
as “The hardware, firmware, and software elements of a TCB that
implement the reference monitor concept. It must mediate all accesses,
be protected from modification, and verifiable as correct.” The security
kernel in the AIM is a combination of the Key Management Crypto Engine
subsystem and the Secure Operating System software.
SOS – Secure Operating System – Internal AIM operating system
enforcing AIM security and assuring channel separation.
superscaler – In the context of the AIM device, this term is used to
describe the ability of the AIM functional blocks to operate independently. This feature also allows the AIM architecture to be “scaled” for
application-specific devices for customer applications (PCP, 2 PCEs, KMCE
and PCP, KMCE with SOS, etc.).
TOD/LSG – Programmable linear sequence generator (LSG) built into the
AIM device. This circuitry supports net radio applications requiring
processing using time of day (TOD) but is applicable to any application
needing a LSG.

A word about our hardware features:

Flexible.

AIM VLSI

The Advanced INFOSEC Machine (AIM) VLSI features programmable
cryptography and is at the heart of a variety of AIM-Based Modules
that can satisfy virtually any INFOSEC need. Comprised of over 9
million transistors, this complex chip is the largest integrated circuit
ever developed that is dedicated to INFOSEC applications at all
levels of security, including high-grade (Type 1) and Multi-Level
Security (MLS).
Motorola’s years of experience in the design, development and
production of cryptographic equipment as well as its many IRAD
projects in the field of programmable crypto have culminated in the
architecture found in the AIM VLSI.
The AIM VLSI is a fully programmable, multi-processing machine. It
is truly a System on a Chip. It provides the user with a wide variety
of options and configurations which can be tailored to his/her
specific needs. Some of these options are:
• Up to 1,024 different key streams or up to 8 different algorithms
can be processed simultaneously.
• Combiner, Codebook and Public Key algorithms can be run at the
same time.
• Different security levels of traffic (MLS) can all be safely
handled with the assurance that there will be no security
breaches.

AIM’s incredible ability to handle multiple channels and multiple
algorithms results from three major design factors: sub-micron
technology that permits internal clock rates in excess of 40 MHz;
packetizing the data; and the use of shadow registers in the Crypto
Engines which “pre-load” the next instantiation of algorithm and/or
channel data to permit a one-clock-time context switch.
The following paragraphs will explain the hardware features of this
complex, Advanced INFOSEC Machine.

THE INTERFACE PROCESSORS (IPs)
The Plain Text and Cipher Text Interface Processors (PTIP, CTIP)
provide the primary interfaces to the AIM engine from the external
host. They are identical in functionality, however, the PTIP must be
protected by fail-safe design. The IPs contain two synchronous
serial interfaces, as well as a parallel interface, 8-, 16,- or 32-bits
wide. These interfaces can all operate concurrently in a real-time or
non-real-time mode. This built-in flexibility allows connection to,
virtually any host.

Configuration

Fill

Key Management Crypto Engine
MCLK
IRQ_n

RISC Processor Subsystem
(ROM, RAM, RAM-HU, Math Accelerator, Timer)

Programmable
Fill/CIK
Interface

Memory

PCPCLK
RESET-n
ZERO-n
KEYED
BIT_OK
Alarms

VHOLDUP

Test/Emulate

Shared Memory

PTX

JTAG/OnCE
CNTX

RAND
TOD/LSG

PT Serial A
PT Serial B
PT

CIK

CC
PT
Interface
Processor

Programmable
Crypto Processor
PCE

CCE

CT
Interface
Processor

CT Serial A
CT Serial B
CT
CTX
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The

CRYPTOProcessors

The AIM VLSI architecture features three complex processors.
These processors make up the crypto engines which are the
workhorses of AIM. The three crypto engines are independent and
may run concurrently if needed.
The Key Management Cryptographic Engine (KMCE) is the master
controller in the AIM VLSI. It contains an A1-level equivalent,
ROM-based Secure Operating System (SOS) running on a
high-performance, 32-bit RISC processor with a math co-processor
designed for public key algorithm processing. This 150 MIP’s
capability provides outstanding performance for multiple and
single-channel secure processing embedment applications.
The Programmable Cryptographic Processor (PCP) contains two highspeed processing engines developed to perform channel en(de)cryption and data processing typically used in secure communications
signaling. The Programmable Crypto Engine (PCE) is optimized for
processing Codebook-style algorithms and the Configurable Crypto
Engine (CCE) is optimized for the processing of Combiner-style
algorithms. These processors operate independently using a 4-stage
pipelined clock and combine to provide > 1,200 MIPs of processing
power (for 32-bit data).

THE CRYPTOGRAPHIC
CONTROLLER (CC)
The Cryptographic Controller is the master control state machine
that schedules Data Packets from the IPs to be processed by the
KMCE, PCE and CCE. It also performs scheduling and movements of
data between on-chip and off-chip resources and interfaces with the
Randomizer and TOD/LSG.
The CC is initialized by the KMCE after which it runs independently.
Its design allows flexibility in the movement and scheduling of data
with the goal of maximizing the efficiency of the PCE and CCE.

THE RANDOMIZER
The AIM VLSI incorporates an on-chip Type 1 randomizer for those
algorithms that require a random number. This randomizer is a
version of an NSA-approved design and a variation of a design that
Motorola has used successfully in the past. A self-test unit is
designed in to provide an on-line check each time the randomizer
produces data.

TIME OF DAY REGISTER/LINEAR
SEQUENCE GENERATOR (TOD/LSG)
This portion of the AIM VLSI hardware is provided to give a
programmable capability for TOD and LSG applications for those
systems where they are needed. The LSG is unclassified because
the taps, length and output are all programmable.

PROGRAMMABLE
CIK/FILL INTERFACE
The CIK/Fill interface provides the low-level interface for DS-101,
DS-102, Serial CIK and Parallel CIK. The interfaces provide buffering, including FIFOs, interrupts and the serial-to-parallel conversions
as required.
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SHARED MEMORY
The Shared Memory is a variable-size, dual-port RAM shared by the
KMCE and the PCP to exchange data. These processors run
asynchronously relative to one another and use the Shared Memory
as a mailbox.

JTAG AND ON-CHIP
EMULATION (OnCE)
A JTAG test port is provided to enable on-board testing of the I/O
circuitry of the AIM VLSI. This same port is used for On-Chip
Emulation in the development environment. It allows the designer to
use the chip to act as its own emulator. This permits monitoring
power-up and operational sequences by setting break points,
reading internal registers, etc.

SECURE OPERATING SYSTEM
Technically, the Secure Operating System (SOS) is software,
however, it plays a big part in the hardware design. The SOS allows
programs to run from both on- and off-chip RAM and ROM and
guarantees that only the unclassified program and data segments
are executed off-chip. This is a critical factor in running multiple
levels of security using programmable cryptography.
The Separation Kernel Memory Management Unit (SKMMU) logic is
resident in the KMCE specifically to run the SOS.

SECURITY MEASURES
The techniques to achieve programmable, high-grade security
include the use of redundancy, Mathematically Analyzed Separation
Kernel (MASK) design, fail-safe logic, Automatic Control Flow
Monitor (ACFM) and error detecting schemes.
The architecture’s internal security mechanisms are used to ensure
object and task isolation of sensitive data (PT), variables, unclassified data, and the protected data (CT) in real-time, task-switching
modes of operation. These mechanisms have been developed with
the advice and consent of the National Security Agency who is
monitoring the AIM development and taking an active role in
certification of the VLSI. The AIM VLSI is unclassified.

THE REST OF THE STORY
The data handling, security safeguards and processing power of the
AIM VLSI are truly impressive. This is the result of many factors, but
is mainly due to the ability to build a system on a chip. This “system”
is large enough to enable the inclusion of sufficient functionality
to meet a wide variety of customers’ needs as well as the rigid
security standards required by NSA.
The AIM VLSI is currently processed in a commercial semiconductor
foundry using .35 µm technology. Plans are in place to migrate the
AIM VLSI to .25 µm processing for higher speeds and smaller parts.

Packetized

data processing lets you replace

KGs with one AIM

many

The AIM VLSI’s flexibility, programmability and performance make it
an excellent choice in an application that replaces many KGs with
one AIM Machine. This implementation may take many forms such
as Multiplexed and Split-Bussed architectures. Both of these architectures provide “multiplexed” data to AIM. The KMCE within an
AIM VLSI provides all host crypto control processing required in both
approaches.
In a bussed architecture (upper figure), the AIM is a resource
to provide cryptographic services to the other bussed resources.
Each resource packetizes the data that is required to be
encrypted/decrypted in an AIM Packet Data Unit (APDU) format, and

sends the APDU packet to the AIM module. The AIM Module
determines the destination resource and associated algorithm for
the APDU. After processing the data, the AIM module sends
the processed data to the destination resource. For this application,
the AIM KMCE provides any processing for the INFOSEC
Module related to the control traffic on the Bus. This eliminates the
separate processors that would be required by other crypto modules
to interface to the Red and Black Busses.
In a multiplexed architecture (lower figure), the channels to which
each individual KG was dedicated are now multiplexed into/out of
an AIM.

TEMPEST
Boundary

Black
• • • Black
Resource
Resource

Red
Red
•••
Resource
Resource

AIM
Red Cmd/Control/Data Bus

BLK Cmd/Data Bus
Bussed Architecture

BLACK CHANNEL

BEFORE AIM

AFTER AIM

KG-194
RED CHANNEL
HOST INT

KG-194

KG-194

KEY INT

HOST INTERFACE

HOST INT

KG-84

RED CHANNEL
KG-84

KEY INT

KG-84

BLACK
MUX

KY-58

BLACK CHANNEL

AIM

RED
MUX

KG-84

KY-58

KEY INTERFACE

KY-58
HOST INT

KG-194

KG-194

BLACK CHANNEL
KG-84

RED CHANNEL

KY-58

KY-58

KEY INT

Multiplexed Architecture
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The AIMs can be interconnected in parallel to increase the throughput of the application. This is shown in below.
HOST INTERFACE
KEY INTERFACE
KG-XXX

KG-XXX

AIM

KG-YYY

BLACK
MUX

KG-ZZZ

KG-YYY

RED
MUX

MASTER

KG-ZZZ

AIM

The APDUs are staged for the designated crypto engine (PCE or CCE)
by the CC such that the engines can be 100% utilized if the data rate
into the AIM requires it. This staging is performed in CP RAM. Each
crypto engine has two RAM spaces where it can store data. These
are referred to as the active and shadow RAMs. In reality they are
just two different memories and take turns being the active and
shadow RAM. When an engine is operating on one of the memories,
it is considered “active”. The next context’s data is being loaded into
the other memory which is “shadow.” This loading process is shorter than the processing time, so the shadow RAM is ready when the
active RAM’s data has completed processing. Thus, when processing on the packet in the active RAM has completed, it can switch to
the packet in the shadow RAM and begin processing it. The other
RAM then loads the next packet’s data and so on.
This use of active and shadow RAMs permits variable and state
switching (context switching) in a single clock cycle.

SLAVE 1

The packet is transferred from CP RAM to an IP via an APDU when
the crypto engine completes processing the packet. The IP routes
the APDU to its destination channel in the multiplexer.
The flow of APDUs through the AIM illustrates the high-performance capabilities of the AIM architecture.

AIM
SLAVE 2

AIMs in Parallel in a Multiplexed Architecture

The multiplexing function can be performed on the same CCA that
contains the AIM or on a separate CCA. The multiplexer packetizes
the continuous serial data stream. This packetized data is input to
the AIM. The Multiplexer (in the figure below) builds APDUs as part
of this process to more efficiently present the data to the AIM.
The CC maps the channel Physical Port and Logical Destination (in
the APDU Header) to the destination (channel) ID (in the CP RAM
Channel Table) and program ID to identify the source and algorithm
to the crypto engine.

P1.1

P1.2

P1.3

P1.n

Ch 2

P2.1

P2.2

P2.3

P2.n

Ch 3

P3.1

P3.2

P3.3

P3.n

Ch n

Pn.1

Pn.2

Pn.3

Pn.n

P1.1

P2.1

P3.1

Pn.1

P3.n

Last Dword
Bits
26
29..27
Phy
P
Type (2)
Port/Dest (3) D

AIM
PT
Interface
Processor

Pn.n

Composite Stream

Data Packets > APDUs > MUXed to the AIM
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00
01
02-4095 w/o FCS

Bits
31..30

M
U
X

Time

Dword Offset

APDU Format
Description
APDU Header
Command (optional for Ext. 32bit mode)
Payload
Frame Check Sequence (optional)
APDU Header Format

Input/Output Multiplexing
Ch 1

The format of the APDU is shown in the chart below. The APDU
header contains source and destination information related to the
channel. The Interface Processor (IP) routes these APDUs to the
Crypto Controller (CC) (refer to the AIM Data Sheet).

Bits 25..16

Bits 15..4

Logical Destination (10)

Length (12)

3..1

0

MLS (3) P

Everything you’ve ever wanted to know
about the
Development Card.

AIM

This information note describes the AIM Development Card (ADC)
hardware. It also discusses the uses of the card during system
demonstrations, integration and concept exploration.

AIM DEVELOPMENT CARD
HARDWARE
The ADC is a PCI long card containing an AIM VLSI, programmable
interface logic, PCI interface, external connectors for clocks and
cryptographic fill and memory expansion. The functional block
diagram of the ADC is shown below.
The AIM VLSI is at the heart of the ADC. This device is the same as
the AIM used for any production products. The AIM VLSI is packaged in the standard 560-pin small ball grid array (SBGA) with
access to inputs and outputs provided via the red or black field
programmable gate array (FPGA) or connectors. The test pins are the
connections for the AIM JTAG and the On Chip Emulation (OnCE)
port. The ADC contains a battery for retaining volatile memory in the
AIM device.
The card also has an onboard voltage regulator to supply 3.3 volts to
the AIM device and other circuitry on the assembly. This regulator is
replaceable to accommodate future lower voltage versions of the
AIM device and mixed technology boards.
The KMCE, Context and Interface Processor memory busses are all
connected directly to the FPGA so the contents can be monitored
during development and integration. The KMCE Memory is also
addressable via the PCI interface during development and integration.

Real Time
Clock
FPGA
ROM

KMCE
Mem.

The KMCE memory is a combination of a non-socketed FLASH RAM
for program memory and expansion sockets for other RAMs and
ROMs. The KMCE bus is also extended to a header connector for
applications building a direct access to this bus such as PC memory
card authentication and download. The KMCE bus also provides
access to onboard the real time clock.
The red and black FPGAs have dedicated ROM sockets to allow
loading of fixed FPGA configurations. This allows users to bring the
ADC to a known configuration without downloading FPGA configuration files. The FPGA is also configurable through the PCI for users
wanting that flexibility.
The red and black FPGAs are similar because they provide the data
interfaces to the AIM device. They both act as buffers to change the
routing and timing of data and can be used to add additional logic.
Both contain serial data inputs and outputs for the two AIM serial
channels and provide the interface for the parallel data input and
output. Both red and black FPGAs are connected to the AIM fill
inputs enabling red or black key loading. Each of the two FPGAs
provides some unique inputs and outputs.
The red FPGA routes the discrete inputs and outputs for signals such
as Zeroize, Tamper, Power Transient Detection, (PTD), reset, etc. It
provides the interface to the programmable the back panel LED, and
controls routing of the red external oscillator input.
The black FPGA controls the routing of the external black oscillator
input and the interfaces to the AIM Crypto Ignition Key (CIK) port. It
also controls the AIM-to-co-processor interface. This interface
allows the KMCE to communicate with a co-processor if one is
provided.

Test Pins

FPGA
ROM

Context
RAM

KMCE
Bus

Coprocessor
Interface

Discretes
Red Serial 1
Red Serial 2
Red Parallel

Black Serial 1

Red
FPGA

Black
FPGA

AIM

Power
Alarm

PTIP
RAM

Prog
Oscillator

CTIP
RAM
Battery

Black Serial 2
Black Parallel

CIK Port

3.3 Volt Reg

Red Ext. Oscillator
Blk. Ext. Oscillator
Fill Connector

Internal Connector
External Connector

Back
Panel

PCI Interface

PCI Config
ROM

ADC Functional Block Diagram

Sockets
LED
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AIMDevelopment Card
I n t e r f a c e s

The ADC interfaces can be split into internal and external
connections. Both internal and external connectors are available for
user interface. The internal connectors are headers with wire wrap
pins and the external oscillator connections are made via SMA
connectors. The circuit card fill connector is a miniaturized fill
connector with an adapter cable to provide the standard fill
interface.
The PCI interface is compliant with the PCI standard. It uses a COTS
PCI interface device for configuration and communication.
The AIM technology is designed to work with both serial and
parallel CIKs and the FPGA will allow interface to standard or
custom external hardware. The port is user configurable so the user
can provide the external interface to the chosen CIK.
The ADC also contains a wire wrap area for the addition of custom
circuitry. In applications requiring very little external circuitry this
area can be used to build custom interfaces. If additional area is
needed, or when a PCI card with the necessary functionality exists,
an adjacent PCI slot can be used and connected via the ADC
internal connectors.

for the hardware and software components to be integrated exclusively on the final hardware configuration. The ADC gives the system integrator a head start by providing a highly accessible target
platform with configurable logic and similar interfaces.
The typical ADC application contains a user-defined interface for
data connected to the internal data connectors (i.e. ATM, P1394,
RS232, etc.), external oscillators providing timing for incoming data
signals, digital logic in the FPGAs and the PCI bus for control and
monitoring. It should be noted that the ADC does not need to have
any external programming or design work to become operational.
In fact, the ADC is configured to provide encryption and decryption
of data sent on the PCI bus. This mode is useful as a crypto
accelerator for simulation and verification.
The figure below shows a simplified diagram of the ADC user
interfaces. Any of these interfaces can be connected to data sources
and the output routed to the ADC outputs.

Test Pins

AIM DEVELOPMENT CARD USES
The basic hardware design allows the ADC to be used for system
concept exploration, demonstration, software development,
hardware development and system integration. The configurable
FPGAs and the PCI interface allow the user to customize the ADC
for specific applications with minimal effort.
The first use of the ADC is for basic concept exploration. In this case
the ADC can be installed into a PC and using the factory standard
hardware configuration in the FPGA ROM, the user can easily start
testing. This activity is particularly useful to users unfamiliar with
AIM and the power of a fully programmable INFOSEC device. If
users have a specific concept in mind, they can use their own data
sources or add circuitry to the ADC to test out their ideas.
After exploring the concept and developing their ideas, most users
want to demonstrate their new concept. User-configured FPGA
ROMs can be added to the ADC along with simulated hardware
inputs such as system resets. The demonstration phase is when the
user is most likely to add customized interfaces and use the ADC’s
external clock inputs. The ADC is designed to get the user to a reliable, useful demonstration that shows the power of programmable
INFOSEC in real applications.
During the software development of an AIM-based system, or if
a user writes KMCE software, the ADC card is also useful as a software development tool. The ADC provides test pins for processor
emulation mode and the JTAG interface.
The ADC is also useful during system integration for putting all of
the pieces together. Many times the schedule does not allow time
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ADC

Discretes
Red Serial 1

Power
Alarm

AIM to AIM
Interface
Black Serial 1
Black Serial 2

Red Serial 2
Red Parallel

Red Ext. Oscillator
Blk. Ext. Oscillator
Fill Connector

KMCE
Bus

Black Parallel

CIK Port

Internal Connector

HOST COMPUTER

External Connector
LED

ADC User Interfaces

SUMMARY
The ADC is a key component for anyone wanting to explore the
bounds of AIM designs. The card contains an AIM device, programmable interface logic, PCI interface, external connectors for clocks
and cryptographic fill and memory expansion. It has the flexibility
and expandability to support development of AIM-based products
from concept exploration to final system integration.

MULTI-LEVEL SECURITY
...enabled by AIM

AIM is a platform that allows easy implementation of high-assurance MLS systems. Because the functions are software written for
the AIM processing engine, it is easy to make the assumption that
an AIM can be described as an “A1 system.” However, AIM is not
an A1 system. Let’s look at the differences in an A1 system and the
AIM solution.
A typical A1 system, as shown below, is a host computer with
several users. The users operate at many different security levels,
and they perform many different functions. They interact with the
computer via keyboard, screen, floppy disk, mass storage, and
possibly some connection to remote computers. They may use all of
the features of the host computer, including the creation of new
programs using compilers and assemblers.
Key Mgmt
Audit
No Communications
per Policy

LAN1 (TS,A)

Network
Encryption
Device

LAN2 (S,B)

Network
Encryption
Device

LAN1 (U,C)

Network
Encryption
Device

Network Encryption
Device

LAN1 (TS,A)
WAN1

LAN2 (S,B)
LAN1 (U,C)

WAN 1

MUX

AIM

MLS LAN Solution
Using Separation
Properties of AIM

Typical Solution

Securing MLS LANs

The above example shows the advantages of a system based upon
assurance and separation, but the details of the operation and
security policy need to be further examined. Connecting users via
the LAN encryption devices is shown below.

Crypto
User 1 — S,A

Host

Remote
I/O

WAN

MAC
DAC

User 2 — TS,B

LAN 1
Store

Labels
Labels

G1

G2

Policy 1

Policy 2

User 1

LAN 2

User 2

User 2 — TS,B

Typical A1 system

To this already complex system, the A1 requirements add more
complexity: users must have identification and authentication; there
is some cryptography and key management for the remote I/O; there
is an audit subsystem; and everything gets labeled. Everything in the
system becomes a security concern because everything has the
potential to interfere with everything else by virtue of running on the
same, very complicated computer and operating system. Even the
printer has the potential to violate the security policy by allowing
some mechanism for one user to manipulate the jobs of another
user in the print queue.
The A1 system is a complex combination of 1) functions that permit
the users to do their tasks and 2) security features that separate
users by preventing them from viewing or interfering with other
users unless permitted by the security policy.
A system example illustrates how AIM technology is used to solve
a typical MLS application problem – MLS LANs connected to a
WAN. The MLS LANs diagram shows two possible implementations: the simple but expensive approach of using an encryption
device for each network at a different security level and an
AIM-based encryption device where the high assurance separation
property simplifies the architecture. Using a simple multiplexer (one
that has been verified to operate correctly) that identifies the source
network of each packet, the MLS capability of AIM technology is
used to assure separation of each processed packet.

A1 Network

For User 1 to communicate with User 2 over the network, it is simple to verify that the communications must flow through the gateway nodes G1 and G2. If G1 can be trusted to enforce policy 1 and
G2 can be trusted to enforce policy 2, then it is seen by inspection
that communications between G1 and G2 obey policies 1 and 2.
There is no need to analyze a complex operating system to determine that this is the case, as required in the A1 Host of Figure 1.
The communications between User 1 and User 2 can be described
as a secure channel from G1 to G2, and it is evident from the LAN
architecture that this is the only channel from User 1 to User 2.
The A1 system approach is not how AIM technology solves this
complex problem. Instead, it uses the paradigm of Separation
(control of information flow), Assurance (of security policy enforcement), and Confidence (of critical components).
The LAN example introduces two more concepts –
Communications Channels and Application-Specific Policies.
The AIM Machine is a platform that supports these five concepts by
providing the user with high-assurance of separated communications channels that obey application-specific policies in a
high-confidence package. Furthermore, this is the only purpose
of AIM. Everything else is application-specific.
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The

high assurance comes from:

• Meeting very high COMPUSEC standards which focus on supporting channel separation and application-specific policies and
• Fail-safe design analysis (FSDA) assuring medium to high
COMSEC confidence standards. This assurance level is achieved
through the use of computing logic based on redundancy, such
as redundant processors, redundant checking logic, automatic
control flow monitors, parity, and frame check sequences to
protect against hardware faults. (The actual confidence level
depends on how AIM technology is incorporated into the system
architecture.

Secure Channel 1

Cell Array Diagram

Secure Channel 1
(Enter B-3, 1 Leave R 2,2)

Red 1,3
Green 1,1

desired, to set up non-separated channels by allowing the same cell
to serve more than one channel. One of the cells within the channel
would typically enforce an application-level security policy.

Secure Channel 2
(Enter G-2, 2 Leave R 2,3)

Red 2,3

The architecture of a typical AIM application is detailed below. The
application sets up an embedment layer that creates an
interface for the establishment of channels through AIM. This layer
performs application-specific parsing of the input and routing of the
input to the appropriate security level in the channel establishment
layer. The channel establishment layer sets up cells in the channel
function layer to perform the requested data transformations.

Red 3,3

Green 1,2

Blue 1,3

Green 1,3

Blue 2,3
Blue 3,3

Cubic Diagram
Embedment Layer — Application-Specific
Trusted Cells — i.e. Key Management, etc.

C Request

Cell Separation Enforced by SOS and Policy

TS Request
S Request

Channel Establishment Layer — Application-Specific
Channel Control Cell — Application-Specific

S

Separation Enforced by CCC and Channel Policy

C

C

C

Channel Function Layer —
Application-Specific

TS APDU

TS

S APDU

S
C

C APDU
Trusted to perform
encryption function

• AIM provides the high-MLS assurance of channel separation
and medium to high COMSEC confidence and the
• System/gateway applications determine the channels to be
separated and the functions to be performed on each channel.
The channels inside AIM devices are built from cells (e.g. tasks,
functions, protocol machines, etc.), which can be visualized as being
an array as shown in the Cell Array Diagram. To establish a channel,
the application sets up cells that perform functions, such as encryption, and determines the interconnection of the cells. Channels can
be separated by using separate cells. It is also possible, when
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KMCE

TS

C

One way to visualize AIM is as a block of I/O
ports, as illustrated above. Inputs on one port
become transformed outputs on another port.
The transformation might be some type of
encryption and/or signature. An interconnection
matrix determines which port is connected
to which other port and this interconnection
matrix is configurable per application. The
interconnection matrix also determines which
transformation is performed for each port. The
configuration of this interconnection matrix is
the main job of an AIM application. The division
of labor between AIM and the application can
be summarized as:

PCP
Trusted Cells — i.e. Encrypt, etc.
Cell Separation Enforced by
Crypto-Controller generally,
Channel Separation by Inspection
of PCE/CCE Code

Security Architecture of a Typical AIM Application

• AIM technology provides non-bypassable, fault-resistant separation cells and channels generically across applications, and the
• Application provides the application-specific security properties,
such as correct performance of cryptographic algorithms.
By allowing the application and the AIM separation kernel to share
security policy enforcement, “evaluatable” high-assurance systems
can be built and certified. AIM frees the application designers to
focus on the high level requirements of the application, rather than
the lower level details of assuring the separation of the channels.

AIM-R:

What you need when weight,
size and power are constrained.

THE NEED

AIM-R FEATURES

The full-scale AIM VLSI is a high-grade, high-performance, programmable cryptographic engine. (See AIM Data Sheet). The processing power and flexibility permit
its use in a large variety of applications. However, products like portable, handheld radios can take advantage of the cryptographic flexibility, but do not require
the full processing power and feature set of the AIM VLSI. In fact, size, weight and
power constraints dictate the
need for a reduced-functionality version of the AIM VLSI.
For these applications
Motorola has developed the
AIM-R technology.

• Small Package Sizes
- 180 pin µBGA, 22mm/side
- 256 pin SBGA, 27mm/side
• Low Power, advanced 2.7 volt technology
• Optimized I/O
- 139 signal pins
- 40 power and ground pins
- 2.7 and 3.3 Volt compatible
• Two High-Grade Programmable INFOSEC Engines
- Key Management Crypto Engine
Public key algorithms
DS-101/102 key fill
CIK interface
Key storage, tamper, zeroize
- Programmable Crypto Engine
Codebook and combiner algorithms
Key and algorithm agile (1 clock switch)
Concurrent COMSEC/TRANSEC operation
- Future and Legacy Crypto Algorithms
• Discrete PT and CT Interfaces
- 2 Full Dux Synchronous Serial Ports
- 3 Data Formats – APDU, Fixed, Variable
• Power Management
- Battery Backed Memory
- Low Power, Static CMOS Design
- Efficient Clock Management
• Randomizer, on board
• Secure Operating System
• Library of Cryptographic Algorithms

THE SOLUTION

Not all applications
require nor desire
the full capabilities
of AIM. For these
reduced-functionality
applications,
Motorola has
developed AIM-R.

The AIM-R, as shown below,
optimizes the AIM architecture for radio applications.
The parallel I/O ports and
the CCE, a crypto engine
optimized for combiner-type
algorithms, have been
removed. However, the PCE
can execute both combiner
and codebook algorithms.
The reduced-functionality
design, combined with
advanced wafer manufacturing and packaging techniques, result in a programmable INFOSEC VLSI that is ideally suited for applications where power and size must be minimized.

Configuration

Fill

Key Management Crypto Engine
MCLK
IRQ_n

RISC Processor Subsystem
(ROM, RAM, RAM-HU, Math Accelerator, Timer)

Programmable
Fill/CIK
Interface

Memory

PCPCLK
Reset-n
ZERO-n
KEYED
BIT_OK
Alarms

CIK

VHOLDUP

Test/Emulate

Shared Memory

JTAG/OnCE

RAND

PT Serial A
PT Serial B

CC
PT
Interface
Processor

Programmable
Crypto Processor

CT
Interface
Processor

CT Serial A
CT Serial B

PCE
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AIM-R Block Diagram

AIM-R EMBEDMENT EXAMPLE
A typical architecture for a secure portable radio is shown in the
figure below. It is partitioned into Red baseband processing, like

RED COMPARTMENT

Vocoding, and Black modem and RF front end compartments with an
AIM-R-based module forming the INFOSEC boundary.

INFOSEC BOUNDARY
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S

MODEM/RF
FRONT END

AIM-R
CONTROL/

TOD/
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ZEROIZE

S
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BLACK COMPARTMENT

VOCODING
LPC-10
IMBE
CVSD

VHOLDUP

FILL/CIK

TRAFFIC ENCRYPT/DECRYPT
TRANSEC KEY STREAM
GENERATION
KEY MANAGEMENT
BYPASS
SECURITY-CRITICAL RADIO
CONTROL

DATA INTERFACE
CONTROL/STATUS
HMI

MOD/DEMOD
FM
DQPSK
SPREAD SPECTRUM
TRAFFIC PROTOCOLS
FS-1023
APCO-25
RF

Typical Secure Radio Architecture

AIM-R-BASED INFOSEC MODULE

POWER ESTIMATES

For the secure radio architecture shown above, a block diagram
of an AIM-R-based INFOSEC module is shown below. Note that
minimal support circuits are required for this radio application.

The AIM-R device, using data pipelining and advanced wafer
processing, enables encryption/decryption rates of over 50 Mbps.
For applications that don’t require this throughput, the system clock
is lowered to meet system needs thereby providing significant
power savings. The table below shows the clock speed and power
estimates of the AIM-R device for two radio standards.

FILL/CIK

VOLTAGE
TRANSLATORS

Traffic Protocol

ZEROIZE

FS-1023 (12 Kbps CVSD)
PLAIN TEXT

AIM-R
CONTROL/
STATUS

TEMPEST BUFFERS

CIPHER TEXT

TOD/TRANSEC

POWER
PROGRAM
MEMORY
(FLASH)

POWER
REGULATION
& MONITOR

AIM-R-based Radio INFOSEC Module
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VHOLDUP

APCO-25 (4.8 Kbps IMBE)

Clock
Speed

Estimated
Power

1,500 kHz

< 100 mW

20 kHz

< 4 mW

Demonstration #1 – November 1998
KG-84C Interoperability Two-Channel, Full Duplex Operation

DEMONSTRATION DESCRIPTION
In this demo, fundamental two-channel, full-duplex interoperability between an AIM chip on the AIM Development Card (ADC) and two
KG-84Cs is shown. The two full-duplex, serial I/O ports of the AIM chip are used to handle these channels.

Demonstration #2 – June 1999
Five-Channel Operation, Two-Algorithm Interoperability

DEMONSTRATION DESCRIPTION
The original demo has been expanded to show even more of AIM’s versatility and throughput capability. The AIM chip on the ADC is now
inter-operating with four KG-84Cs and, on a fifth channel, with another ADC that encrypts data using the Baton algorithm.
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AIM – Powerful,

not Power Hungry

With a chip as large and as functionally powerful as the AIM VLSI,
you would expect to pay a price in electrical power needs. Not so.
In a single-channel, single-algorithm configuration, the AIM VLSI
takes less than 100 mW.
AIM technology has several features that minimize the power
required to run it. First of all, it is a CMOS device, so power requirements are proportional to the speed at which it operates and to the
number of gates being clocked. Because data is packetized before it
is processed, the actual time that a particular controller or crypto
engine is active can be very small if the total required throughput of
data is low. In the diagram below, you can see the data coming in
from the four transmit sources. The data is compressed into small

P1A

TRANSMIT A

A
RECEIVE A

INPUT DATA AT
32 KBPS

TRANSMIT B

B
RECEIVE B

packets and, when the desired packet size is reached, passed on to
the crypto controller. As the packets move to the CCE, it is only
active and drawing power when the packets are actually being
processed – at all other times, the CCE is on standby power, which
is measured in nanowatts. Of course, if your throughput needs are
higher, you will burn more power, but AIM can accommodate that.
Remember, AIM has the “Flexibility to Adapt.”
The second power saving feature is active power management. If
blocks of the chip are not being used, they are powered down or put
into a standby mode. In the case where only one algorithm is used,
the other cryptoengines are inactive.
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ACTIVE POWER CONSUMPTION
ONLY WHEN PROCESSING PACKETS

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE OUR WEBSITE:
http://aim.motorola.com
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Embeddable
VLSI
Multiple Channels (Up to 1,024)
Multiple Algorithms (Up to 8)
Many Algorithms Coded
One Clock Time Context Switch Time
Runs Codebook Algorithms
Runs Legacy Algorithms
Runs Public Key Algorithms
Performs Key Management
On-board Randomizer
Runs Type 1 Through Type 4
MLS Capability
Built-in Secure Operating System
High Speed
Low Power (Active Power Management)
2 Serial Full-Dux I/Os
Configurable, 32-bit, Full-Dux Parallel I/O
DS-101, DS-102 and CIK inputs
Math Accelerator for Public Key Algorithms
32-bit RISC Processor
Available
Exportable

AIM – Advanced INFOSEC Machine
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